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I. Recitative

Maestoso \( \frac{1}{4} \) molto tenuto

Snare drum

\( \text{ sempre liberamente cantabile, ed un poco rubato } \)

\( \text{ sempre cantabile } \)

\( \text{ dim. sempre } \)

\( \text{ p declamando } \)

\( \text{ cresc. } \)

\( \text{ dim. } \)

* Like a Gregorian Chant.
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Allegro briosio (♩ = 126-120)

* The numbers above the staff indicate the number of measures in the Wind Orchestra version; those below the staff in boxes indicate the number of measures in the Piano version. See Prefatory Note for explanation.

** These two $\frac{2}{4}$ measures do not appear in the Piano version.